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We show that there exists a perfect set D Ç 2W x 2m such that for every Luzin set in D both projections of it are perfectly meagre. It follows (under CH) that the product of two perfectly meagre sets need not be perfectly meagre (or even have the Baire property in the restricted sense). This provides an answer to a 55-year-old question of Marczewski.
A subset L of a completely separable metric space is a (generalized) Luzin set iff L n K is countable (less than the continuum) for every meagre set K and \L\> oe (\L\ = c).
A subset X of a completely separable metric space is perfectly meagre iff, for every perfect set D, X C\ D is meagre in D. X has the Baire property in the restricted sense if, for every perfect set D, X n D has the Baire property (symmetric difference of an open set and a first-category set) relative to D. non(K) = {\X\ : X ç R and X is not meagre}.
In 1934, Sierpinski [Si2] showed (under CH) that the product of a set with the Baire property in the restricted sense and a complete metric space need not have the Baire property in the restricted sense. Sierpinski used the so-called function of Luzin [L] in his construction.
In 1935, E. Marczewski (Szpilrajn) asked a question: Is the product of two perfectly meagre sets perfectly meagre? (See [Mi] or [S] .)
If there exists a Luzin set, then the answer to this question is "No."
Theorem. There exists a perfect set D ç 2W x 2m such that, for every perfect set E c 2W, there exists G ç E dense Gö-setin E suchthat ((Gx2w)n(2w xG))í)D is nowhere dense in D.
Corollary 1. Let D be a perfect set as above.
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where y is an arbitrary element of 2W different from 1. Then x* 6 W = W*, y* e V n U" = V*, and (x*, y*) e D.
We show that (W* x V*)n(Gx (2(ü)C0)f)D = 0. We know that GC(EnUn) U(E\ (EnUn)). By the assumption, we have that ( W* x V*) n ( W \ ËlTiT) x (2a')cor\D = 0. Since (Un x Un)nD = 0, we have (EnUn) x (Vf)Un)nD = 0.
Thus ((E n Un) x (2ü)f) n (W* xV*)nD = 0. D Note. After seeing the solution to the problem given in this paper, Pawlikowski constructed an alternative solution which is more similar to the construction of Sierpinski [Si2] and uses the "function of Luzin" [L] . Pawlikowski's solution has appeared in [P] .
